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Abstract: Maintaining the reservoir safety of large dams has considerable importance for the public
where they are constructed in heavily populated and industrialized areas. The extreme hydrodynamic
force caused by ground acceleration, cavitation damage, and vibration are among concerns that
threaten the safety of the spillway and its conveyance structures when subjected to a natural
disaster, such as earthquakes and severe floods. Current research investigates the hydrostatic and
hydrodynamic performance of the Karkheh Dam spillway radial gate through 3-D finite element (FE)
models using ABAQUS/Explicit. The common loads applied on the radial gate were reviewed and
stress–strain in the skin plate and trunnion were investigated as a result of developed hydrodynamic
pressures. The performance of conveyance structures subjected to significant discharge was also
investigated through a small-scale model to evaluate the cavitation damage index. The results of this
research will help researchers in the field of civil and hydraulic engineering for the risk analysis of
the radial gates and conveyance structures.
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1. Introduction

The importance of a safe and reliable dam spillway cannot be ignored; several casualties of
dams have been reported by poorly constructed and/or designed spillways or deficient discharge
capacity [1–3]. The dynamic reservoir forces developed during a ground acceleration are of importance
in the analysis and design of the radial gates. The seismic waves at the base of a dam during a ground
acceleration can be significantly amplified at the top of the reservoir. Radial gates may be subject to
such enlarged acceleration. This acceleration at the radial gates could be several times bigger than
that measured on a rock at the abutment, depending on the location of the spillway gate, the response
of the dam structure, actual water head on the gate, flexibility of the gate structure, and whether the
transverse, longitudinal, or vertical acceleration is considered.

Besides, spillways for medium-to-high head dams can experience flow velocities as high as
50 m/s. Due to the geometrical deformities and inherent surface roughness of concrete, such spillway
conveyance structures are susceptible to cavitation damage. Considering the importance of the spillway
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and given the requirement for reliable operation in the extreme loading conditions, the destructive
effects of cavitation damage to the conveyance structures, mainly chute, should be prevented.

Standard methods for computing hydrodynamic loads on spillway gates are based on theories
developed for concrete dams. In particular, the current practice for computing hydrodynamic loading
on dams relies on a method developed by Westergaard for rigid dams [4]. In this approach, the
parabolic hydrodynamic pressure distribution over the height of the dam was determined to be the
same as a pressure developed by a certain body of water called “added mass”, which is forced to move
with the dam during the ground motion. The approximate (simplified) formula of Westergaard for
the water pressure is continuously used by the industry in preliminary dam design and the seismic
evaluation of spillway gates. Nevertheless, several problems arise with the use of the Westergaard
simplified formulation for estimating hydrodynamic interaction force. These problems are summarized
as: Pseudo-static methods not accounting for (1) the flexibility of the gates, (2) accurate calculation of
the amplification of the ground motion acceleration through the dam, and (3) the three-dimensional
effects when the gates are set back from the face of the dam.

Chopra calculated the hydrodynamic pressure on a dam/spillway and its response under horizontal
and vertical ground motions of the earthquake; considering the effect of compressibility of the fluid [5].
Gogoi and Maity [6] defined an algorithm for the analysis of a coupled elastic dam–reservoir system
composed of an elastic dam and compressible water. The parametric study of the coupled system
showed the importance of both the water height of the reservoir and the material properties of the
dam. Sasaki et al. [7] studied the basic characteristics of hydrodynamic pressure acting on radial gates
during an earthquake based on a numerical analysis that considered the vibration of dam bodies and
gates. They proposed a method of calculating hydrodynamic pressure during an earthquake for the
seismic performance evaluation analysis of gates. Versluis [8] performed an extensive study on the
hydrodynamic loads on large lock gates. In this research, a contribution of sloshing effects on the gates
was also investigated and it was determined that such dynamic loads can be neglected. Advanced
finite element method (FEA) techniques are now typically applied to determine the hydrodynamic
loads on dams and spillway gates, reflecting current reclamation practice [9–15]. In this approach,
the reservoir is modeled using solid elements with a fluid equation of state and the dam, foundation,
and gates as an elastic structure. The interaction of the reservoir–dam (gate) system is modeled using
contact surface elements. The time-dependent analysis allows simulation of dam/gate response to the
hydrodynamic load from the reservoir in 3-D space.

Besides, several studies have been conducted to evaluate the performance of conveyance structures
subjected to significant discharge. Fadaei Kermani et al. [16] proposed a method to predict cavitation
damage on spillways. Serife Yurdagul Kumcu [17] investigated of flow over spillway modeling through
the 1/50-scaled physical model. In his study Flow depth, discharge, and pressure data were recorded
for different flow conditions. Cavitation risk estimation at orifice spillway based on ultrasonic velocity
profiling (UVP) and dynamic pressure measurements have been presented by Michael Pfister et.al [18].
LuoO Yong et.al [19] presented a numerical simulation of aeration and cavitation in high dam spillway
tunnels. Cavitation potential of flow on stepped spillways investigated by K. Warren Frizell et.al [20].

In this study, the characteristics of a Karkheh Dam spillway’s radial gate was considered.
The Karkheh Dam is a large multi-purpose earthen embankment dam built in Iran in 2001. It is
127 m high with a reservoir capacity of 5.9 billion cubic meters. The Karkheh Dam was designed to
irrigate 320,000 hectares of land, produce 520 MW of hydro-electricity, and prevent downstream floods.
Figure 1 shows the plan of the dam, reservoir, and spillway.
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Figure 1. Plan of the Karkheh dam (Andimeshk, Iran), showing old and complementary cutoff wall.

A spillway radial gate is composed of a skin plate connected by trusses to a trunnion or pinned
joint that can be rotated about the trunnion to adjust the water flow through hydraulic structures (link
rod) as shown in Figure 2a radial (or Taintor) gate acts similarly to a section of a drum. The pressure
is transferred from the curved face through the horizontal support beams to the radial arms at the
sides of the opening. The arms act as columns and transfer thrust to a common bearing located on
either side of the gate opening. Flow is underneath the curved face as the gate is opened. This design
results in a lightweight, economical gate that can be opened and closed with minimum effort and with
a comparatively small number of turns of the handwheel on the hoist.
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Figure 2. Primary radial gate components of Karkheh Dam (a) truss and skin plate, (b) trunnion beam.

Karkheh dam spillway has six radial gates, each 15 m width with a height of 18.29 m (209 m above
sea level); constructed generally for flood control with an overall discharge 18,700 m3/s. The structural
dimensions of a spillway gate including width, height, skin plate radius, and the location of trunnions
have been designed according to specific principles. The location of trunnions has an important function
to resist hydrostatic forces. To maintain spillway stability, it is recommended that the hydrostatic
resultant force applied to a radial gate possess either horizontal or downward direction to minimize
overturn force. Mounting trunnions at one-third radial gate’s height make the direction of resultant
force toward the gate horizontal. In general terms, the resultant force tends to be downward for lower
trunnion locations. Accordingly, the trunnion locations are recommended to be one-third or half of the
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radial gate height. Additionally, the skin plate radius has an oppositional relationship with the weight
of the gate. A radial gate with a small skin plate radius requires great force for operation. Generally,
the skin plate’s radius should be equal to or 20% higher than the height of the gate. Figure 3 shows the
geometrical features of the Karkheh Dam’s radial gate.
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In this research, the structural performance of Karkheh Dam spillway’s radial gate subjected to
hydrostatic and hydrodynamic loading was evaluated through 3-D finite element (FE) models using
ABAQUS/Explicit. Additionally, the performance of conveyance structures, chute, and aerator systems,
subjected to normal and severe discharge were evaluated through a small-scale physical model of
the spillway.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Applied Load on Radial Gate Spillway

Radial gates in the closed position can be exposed to a variety of loads, including hydrostatic
pressure, ice loads, and hydrodynamic forces, as results of dam–reservoir seismic waves [21].
Additionally, several other loads are developed during the gate operation, including vibration
and bending moment, as a result of trunnion pin erosion. The determination of hydrodynamic loads
on spillway gates is a complex process that involves the seismic response of the dam, response of
the spillway gates, and the response of the reservoir water. Unfortunately, it is difficult to determine
their value and location precisely due to their specific nature. Therefore, designers should make an
engineering judgment to predict accurately based on recognized resources and engineering experiences.
Generally, the following forces apply to radial spillway gates:

i. Gravity forces (the structural dead load) and hydrostatic force;
ii. The hydrodynamic forces applied to radial gates as a result of the earthquake, wind, severe

flood, etc.

The dead load is calculated based on the weight of the materials used in the construction of the
gate and its related components. Dead loads are the weight of the gate’s permanent components
which act on the center of gravity. In the case that gates have been smeared in sludge or sediment
during operation, the weight of this sediment is added to the weight of the gate. Generally, gates have
been made of materials like steel with an approximate specific weight of 77 kN/m3. According to the
calculations, 67 kN is applied to the center of gravity of the Karkheh Dam’s radial gate due to the
weight of the materials.

The forces applied on the radial gate from water can be divided into two categories: hydrostatic
and hydrodynamic. Hydrostatic forces are static forces as a result of upstream water applied to the
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radial gate. The magnitude of hydrostatic loads applied on the radial gate can be varied due to the
rise or fall of the upstream during a flood or low rainfall months. Hydrodynamic forces are generally
formed as a result of the strong waves hits to radial gates during extreme loading conditions (i.e.,
earthquake where the reservoir is full). Estimation of the period of earthquakes reoccurrence in a
particular area requires knowledge of the seismic features of the area. According to the International
Committee On Large Dams ICOLD 1998 [22], there are three seismic levels with different peak ground
acceleration (PGA) (Table 1).

Table 1. Peak ground acceleration (PGA) for different seismic levels.

Seismic Design Level Return Period (in Years)
Maximum Peak Ground Acceleration (g)

Horizontal (PGA H) Vertical (PGA V)

Design Base Level (DBL) 500 0.29 0.18
Maximum Design Level (MDL) 1000 0.39 0.27
Maximum Credible Level (MCL) Deterministic 0.54 0.44

In this study, the earthquake analysis was based on the maximum credible earthquake level (MCL)
scenario. In this loading condition, the structure can have serious/un-repairable structural damages
without the sudden release of the reservoir’s water. The earthquake event (acceleration history) was
taken from the seismic hazard study and applied in the non-linear dynamic analysis. Based on the
previous reports provided, the most critical earthquake of the existing dam in MCL is the Manjil record.
Figure 4 shows the horizontal component of the Manjil ground motion scaled for MCL.
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2.2. Finite Element Simulation

2.2.1. 3D Model Generation

In the first stage, the 3D model of the radial gate was created in Abaqus/Explicit. This particular
model involved over 485 components, which reveals the geometrical complexity of the structure.
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The thickness of the skin plate, considering the corrosion, was taken to be 2 mm less than the initial size.
Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the details of the trunnion dimension and skin plate, respectively. To generate
the solid part of the 3D model, the shell element with 4 nodes and reduce integration point (S4R) ability
was used, in which the solid parts include 60,753 S4R elements. The mesh quality was evaluated based
on geometrical criteria (e.g., element aspect ratio, element skew angle, minimum, and maximum angle
of the element) [23].

Figure 5. Dimensions of trunnion and arms.

Figure 6. Dimensions of skin plate and arms.

2.2.2. Material Properties

According to the available documents, it is evident that the ST-52 steel sheet has been employed in
many existing radial gates. The non-linear behavior material properties were modeled in the software
by the use of the true stress–strain curve [24]. Based on the introduced stress–strain curve, the nonlinear
behavior of the material was imported into ABAQUS as tabulated data. The table contains yield stress
and plastic strain of every load incrementation from the tensile test machine. Table 2 shows the general
features of ST-52 material properties.
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Table 2. Material properties of ST-52.

Density
(kg/m3)

Elastic
Modulus

(GPa)

Initial yield
Stress
(MPa)

Ultimate yield
Stress
(MPa)

Strain
Hardening
Coefficient

Failure
Strain

(%)

7850 210 330 460 0.25 33

2.2.3. Modal Analysis

Because of the complications caused by numerous components of the model as well as the concern
of precise welding between various components, frequency analysis could be used to reveal the
strength of the structure. In other words, the accuracy of connected components could be verified
through frequency analysis and mode shapes [25]. To this end, the modal analysis performed in this
study was a verification test for controlling the connections between all connected parts. It is well
recognized that when a complex system has many components, the best way to control the connectivity
between different parts can be done by extracting the natural frequency of the system. If the natural
frequency is very low and the first mode shape is not a normal predicted mode shape (pure bending or
torsion mode), it represents that discontinuity exists in the model and the model should be amended.
After some trial attempts, the perfect model can be reached. In this study, the center of rotation was
constrained to the trunnion supports and it was fixed in all degrees of freedom as the only boundary
condition of this simulation. The first and second modes of a structure can provide considerable insight
into the strength of the structure against bending or twisting. Figure 7 shows the first and second
mode shapes of modal analysis, which reveal the fact that an appropriate connection was set up among
different components. Additionally, the first mode indicates that the radial gate possesses low bending
capacity when subjected to its resonance frequency. This phenomenon is common in radial gates with
a truss structure. Based on the frequency and modal analysis of the structure, it was evident that the
first and second modes of frequency are related to the structure’s strength. The minimum displacement
can be observed at the trunnion support due to the effect of fixed boundary conditions. However, in
reality, the weight and stiffness of this part are much higher than the other parts of the structure.
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2.2.4. Coupled Acoustic–Structural Analysis

To model the hydrostatic or hydrodynamic pressure applied to the gateway, a coupled
acoustic–structure analysis was carried out. In this model, acoustic media was used with water
properties. To apply hydrostatic and hydrodynamic (Westergaard criteria) pressure, a constant load
was applied to the inner part of acoustic media and it will be transferred to the steel shell of the
slipway gateway. To model the hydrodynamic (as a shock wave) pressure, an incident wave regarding
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maximum amplitude and decay time was performed. The maximum amplitude and decay time were
used from the Manjil earthquake recorded data. Generally, to convert seismic records to the applied
loading, a fast Fourier transform (FFT) method is used and the ground acceleration is converted
from the acceleration–frequency curve to the spectral acceleration–time period curve [26,27]. Figure 8
illustrates the power spectrum acceleration curve for horizontal and vertical ground motion.

Figure 8. Power spectrum acceleration (psa)–time graph for horizontal and vertical ground motion.

In this study, the horizontal acceleration was taken into account as the maximum applied force.
Acoustic volumetric acceleration loads corresponding to the incident wave were then applied to the
fluid surface, while the incident wave pressures were applied to the structural surface. The resulting
hydrostatic pressure acts perpendicular to the corresponding surface. Thus, positive and negative
buoyancy, resulting from the curvature of the radial gate, was taken into account. The influence of the
water in the reservoir was considered by modeling the reservoir with fluid elements (second-order brick
elements of type AC3D20) according to Figure 9. The reservoir is connected to the upstream surface
of the dam utilizing so-called tie constraints. The compressibility of the water in the reservoir was
taken into account also. The bulk modulus and density of water for this study were 2.315 × 109 N/m2

and 997 kg/m3, respectively. At the rear boundary of the water body—the reservoir—a “viscous” or
non-reflecting boundary was used to prevent reflection from this surface. At the bottom boundary
of the water body (i.e., the transition from water to rock), 50% absorption due to sediments in the
reservoir was assumed. To model the slipway skin, the shell element with reduced integration (S4R)
was used. The interface between the metallic part and fluid was coupled with the tie constraint
property. The trunnion’s axis of rotation was tied with hinge holes and the central point of the axis was
constrained in all degrees of freedom. Figure 9 represents the FE model in detail.
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Structural Performance

3.1.1. Results of Hydrodynamic and Hydrostatic Forces

According to the calculations, the results of the hydrostatic and hydrodynamic forces acting on
the spillway gate are shown in Table 3. As shown in Table 3, the hydrodynamic force, as a result of the
MCL earthquake, imposes a 72% extra load on the spillway compared to hydrostatic force.

Table 3. Applied hydrostatic and hydrodynamic forces to the spillway.

Horizontal
Hydrostatic

Pressure
(FHS)

Vertical
Hydrostatic

Pressure
(FVS)

Resultant of
Hydrostatic

Forces
(FRS)

Angle
with

Horizon
(θ)

Equivalent
Hydrostatic

Pressure
(PHS)

Design Basic Level
(DBL)

PGA = 0.29 g

Maximum Credible Level
(MCL)

PGA = 0.54 g

FHD
Hydro Dynamic

Force
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FHD
Hydro
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(FHD −
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(KN) (KN) (KN) (deg) (kPa) (KN) % (KN) %

13,390 3130 13,760 13.2 96.89 20,390 48% 23,750 72%

Peak ground acceleration (PGA).

3.1.2. Nonlinear Performance Using Incident Wave

To apply real models of earthquakes that hit the structure, an impact wave was employed where
applied force extracted from a shock spectrum of Manjil ground motion hit the structure in a tiny
period of time. The solver of this simulation was dynamic/implicit to capture the stress–strain rate over
time. The main difference of this analysis with non-linear hydrodynamic analysis is to provide results
over time, rather than ultimate stress and strain, in which residual stress can be identified. Figure 10
shows the shock response of the radial gate subjected to an earthquake wave of Manijl ground motion
(MCL level). The stress in the trunnion and horizontal stiffeners, which have the maximum stress in the
structure, are around 347 and 334 MPa, respectively. Additionally, it is evident that the relatively high
stress was distributed across all of the radial gate’s skin plate. Therefore, it was necessary to evaluate
the strain distribution in the radial gate. Figure 11 shows the value of plastic strain in trunnion as
0.014 and the maximum deflection that takes place in the skin plate crest is around 3.7 mm, which is
classified as permanent deformation.
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3.1.3. Residual Stress and Hysteresis Curve

The results of maximum stress and strain in various loading protocols are illustrated in Table 4.
A comparison between the corresponding strain from hydrodynamic analysis and the other simulations
illustrates that the radial gate experiences significant plastic strain as a result of hydrodynamic forces.
According to ICOLD regulation, a combination of hydrostatic and MCL earthquake consider as an
extreme loading condition. ICOLD recommended taking into account the factors of safety of 1 for
the dam body. Applying such a safety factor for the radial gate spillway, it can be concluded that the
radial gate is vulnerable to incident wave where the stress at the trunnion surpasses the yield stress
(330 MPa).
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Table 4. Stresses, strain, and deflection magnitude at different loading protocols.

Case
Stress at

Trunnion
(MPa)

Stress at
Skin

(MPa)

Stress at
Stiffener

(MPa)

Plastic
Strain

%

Maximum
Deflection

(mm)

Hydrostatic 269 101.2 208.4 0 1.9
Hydrodynamic

(144 years period) 310 139 287.2 0 2.6

Hydrodynamic
(500 years period) 331 220 304 0.04 3.6

Incident wave 335 320.8 330 2.7 3.75

Analysis results of the impact wave reveal the fact that the structure experienced significant
residual stress. Figure 12 investigates the hysteresis curve of the radial gate subjected to the MCL
earthquake. The area inside of the black curve shows the horizontal hysteresis energy absorbed by
the structure during the loading and unloading process. The most portion of transfer energy to the
structure is in the horizontal direction; however, the vertical side also is not negligible (red curve).
The maximum deformation corresponding to the horizontal reaction force is around 1.8 mm, which
becomes null after unloading. It shows that the overall response of the structure is elastic and localized
deformation occured.
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To monitor stress fluctuations over time, the time history of stress was taken into account, as shown
in Figure 13. This figure illustrates that an average of 100 MPa stress remains in the structure in the
aftermath of the impact wave, and will significantly decrease the radial gate capacity to resist against
secondary waves. Furthermore, the superposition of this residual stress to stress from hydrostatic
analysis clearly shows the vulnerability of the radial gate to an impact wave due to an MCL earthquake.

Moreover, the green area of Figure 13 represents the plastic residual stress that will remain in
the structure as the permanent deformation. The stress level in Figure 13 after 10 s shows that the
stress level will have remained around 100 MPa, and this value is equivalent to the accumulated
energy inside of the black curve from Figure 12. This confirms that the whole structure is in the elastic
condition; however, the maintenance procedure to control the welded region and none destructive test
(NDT) inspection should be performed immediately after impact loading.
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3.2. Hydraulic Performance

The conveyance structures (chute) connected to the spillway crest is subject to huge flows with
high velocities in the case of radial gate failure due to earthquake impact waves. In this section, the
performance of a chute and aeration system was evaluated in the case of normal and extreme discharge
through a small-scale model of the Karkheh Dam spillway.

Cavitation is the main hydraulic damage in the case of the extreme release of a dam reservoir
with high velocity. Generally, the cavitation phenomenon will take place when the local pressure in
flowing water drops below the vapor pressure, and bubbles or cavities form locally in the body of flow.
In the case that cavitation bubbles undergo high local pressure, they collapse. Collapsing the cavitation
bubbles in the vicinity of solid boundary release an extremely high pressure on a small surface over a
short period of time [27]. Consequently, a solid surface receives a hole, so-called cavitation pitting.
Several cases of cavitation damage in a chute of spillways documented [17,28,29]. The flow pressure
and velocity are the main parameters to evaluate the cavitation potential as shown in the following
equation [28,30]:

σ =
p− pv
γωV2

2

(1)

where σ is cavitation index and it is a dimensionless parameter. p is the pressure at the flow surface
(atmospheric pressure plus hydrostatic pressure ( N

mm2 )); PV is the vapor pressure of water, which is

temperature function; γω is the density of water ( 1000 kg
m3 ); V is the average flow velocity (m/s).

Table 5 shows different levels of cavitation damage risk and the equivalent cavitation index based
on the flow velocity.

Table 5. Cavitation damage index [31].

Level Cavitation Damage Risk Flow Velocity (m/s) Cavitation Index

1 No cavitation damage V ≤ 5 σ > 1

2 Possible cavitation damage 5 < V ≤ 16 0.45 < σ ≤ 1

3 Cavitation damage 16 < V ≤ 25 0.25 < σ ≤ 0.45

4 Serious damage 25 < V ≤ 40 0.17 < σ ≤ 0.25

5 Major damage 40 > V 0.17 > σ
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In the Karkheh Dam’s spillway, by taking into account the levels of upstream and downstream,
three aeration systems were mounted on the spillway’s chute to prevent possible cavitation damage.
An aeration system consists of two main components: an air supply system and a surface discontinuity
that entrains the air into the flow. The head loss in the flow determines the dimension of the inlet
duct. Several parameters should be considered for designing the aeration system, including the air
concentration on the floor downstream of the aerator, the air demand from the aerator, the water
jet length, and the difference between the atmosphere and air pressure beneath the nappe [32,33].
An aerator normally works by causing the flow to separate from the invert of a channel to form a large
air cavity (distinct from the small cavitation bubbles which are usually filled with water vapor). As the
water passes over the cavity, the air is entrained through the lower surface of the flow by the effects
of turbulence and drag. It has also been found that strong entrainment can occur through the free
surface due to the sudden pressure changes and turbulence that the aerator induces within the flow.
Existing guidelines on aerator spacing and slop change are mostly based on model and prototype
observations of the rate at which air concentration decreases with distance. According to the literature,
typical distances between aerators were suggested to be in the range of 30 to 100 m. Nevertheless,
the dimensionless cavity length, cavity pressures, and air entrainment coefficient, as shown below,
are significant parameters for adjusting the slope and spacing the aeration system along with the
spillway chute.

- Cavity length

λ =
L
d0

(2)

where L is cavity length; d0 is water depth; and λ is dimensionless cavity length.
- Air entrainment coefficient

β =
Qa

Qw
(3)

where Qa is air flow rate (m3/s); Qw is discharge through spillway (m3/s); and β is air entrainment
coefficient.

- Cavity pressure

Pn =
∆p

ρgd0
(4)

where ∆p is average cavity pressure (N/m2); ρ is the density of water; g is the gravitational
acceleration; and Pn is dimensionless cavity pressures.

In the Karkheh Dam’s spillway, the total length of the chute from the stilling basin to spillway
crest is 662.59 m. The initial longitudinal slope of the chute, at the 173.58 m beginning length from the
crest, is 25% that with a 110 m radius arc connected to the first aerator. After that, by using a 5% slope
and a 373 m distance, the chute is connected to the second aeration system. After the second aeration
system, the chute, having a parabolic curve (y = 0.05x + 0.002x2), is connected to the third aeration
system and, finally, to the stilling basin. Figure 14 illustrates the details of the Karkheh Dam spillway’s
chute and aeration systems.

To evaluate the hydraulic parameters, such as flow velocity in aerators, discharge capacity, and
air pressure in aerator ducts stream along with flow pattern, a 1/64 scale model of the Karkheh
Dam’s spillway was constructed (Figure 15) and the test results verified against analytical calculation.
Different equipment, such as piezometer (measure flow pressure), pitot tube (measure flow velocity),
and barometer (measure air pressure), were employed to record hydraulic parameters.
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The experimental test was set up according to the theory of similarity between prototype and
small-scale model, in which the calculation of model parameters and processing of results were
prepared accordingly. Granados et al. [34] investigated two- and three-dimensional numerical models
along with a small-scale test to simulate water flow behavior over the new Niedów barrage in South
Poland. Since the Niedów reservoir is too large, they reproduced only 500 m of the reservoir at a length
scale ratio of 27. In their study, the relationship between prototype and small-scale followed the Froude
similarity and Reynolds number Rem criterion [35]. In general terms, Reynolds’s number deals with the
relationship between frictional and inertial forces, while the Froude number deals with the relationship
between gravity and inertial forces. The Rem number of the laboratory model is determined using the
following equation:

Rem =
Vmhm

νm
(5)

where Vm is the average water velocity; hm is the water depth of the model before the ogee weir;
and νm is the kinematic water viscosity. To ensure a hydraulic similarity between the model and the
prototype, the Rem number in the cross-section of the reservoir, before the spillway, was measured and
checked against the prototype.

In the current study, the small-scale model of the spillway was constructed using Plexiglas with a
roughness coefficient of 0.008 compared to a roughness coefficient of concrete 0.014 [36]. Additionally,
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the experimental test was operated according to Froude law similarity regardless of surface tension
and viscous force. Scale effects are expected for an air–water flow model in laboratory conditions, since
Weber and Reynolds similarity cannot be achieved together with Froude similarity. Several researchers
indicate that if the Reynolds number is greater than 105, air entrainment is not affected by the scale of
the Froude model [37]. Reynolds numbers between 8.16 × 104 and 1.73 × 105 for the main flow in the
chute were considered in the hydraulic model tests. Therefore, scale effects will be expected in the
experimental observations. Accordingly, to eliminate the scale effects on air entrainment rate in the
small-scale model, the following equation proposed by Kokpinar and Gogus [38] was used according
to data extracted from the prototype:

β = 4.407(βm)
1.264 (6)

where β and βm are the prototype and model values of the air entrainment rates, respectively. Table 6
summarizes the hydraulic parameters in all three aeration systems of Karkheh Dam’s spillway for two
different discharge.

Table 6. Hydraulic parameters resulted from the 1/64 scale model.

Cavitation
Index on the

Floor
Downstream
of the Aerator

Air
Concentration

on the Floor
Downstream
of the Aerator

Air
Velocity

in
Aerator

Duct

Air
Entrainment

Difference
between the
Atmosphere

and Air
Pressure in

Aerator Duct

Water Jet
Length

Flow
Depth in
Aerator

Duct

Flow
Velocity

in
Aerator

Duct

Spillway
Discharge

(%) (m/sec) (m3/sec) (m.W.C) (m) (m) (m/sec) (m3/sec)

First Aeration System

0.30 46.50 43.40 1736 0.197 23.10 0.70 26.95 2000

0.317 18.10 66.10 2644 0.457 30.80 3.50 32.3 12,000

Second Aeration System

0.51 34.20 36.10 1042 0.071 18.70 0.92 20.51 2000

0.23 23.70 93.20 3730 0.909 46.60 3.40 33.30 12,000

Third Aeration System

0.43 33.50 25.20 1006 0.062 15.30 0.86 21.94 2000

0.18 38.40 119.10 4765 1.39 49.90 3.25 34.83 12,000

Table 6 summarizes:

i. The water jet length in the third aerator compared to the prior aerators experience a substantial
increase as a result of the convex arc at the bottom of the chute.

ii. The difference between the atmospheric pressure and aeration channel in the 12,000 m3

s discharge
is clear in all three aeration systems.

iii. Generally, the velocity and volume of air entrainment in the aerator ducts for 12,000 m3

s spillway

discharge is much higher compared to 2000 m3

s discharge; particularly in the last aerator.

iv. The air concentration on the floor downstream of the aeration system for the 2000 m3

s spillway

discharge is relatively high compared to 12,000 m3

s discharge, especially in the first aerator.

v. For 12,000 m3

s spillway discharge, the cavitation index is critical, particularly in the last aerator.

Several researchers propose different methods to evaluate aeration efficiency in spillways. It is
known from the published literature that the air entrainment rate for conventional aerators is mainly a
function of the upstream Froude number. Ahmed A. Sattar et al. [39] presents the novel application of
artificial intelligence methods to evaluate the aeration efficiency over stepped weir for the three flow
regimes. They suggest a coefficient to determine the effective variables affecting aeration efficiency.
The air entrainment rate, related to the following non-dimensional parameters, as a result of the
dimensional analysis for a bottom-inlet aerator [40] is:
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β = 0.29(Fr − 1)0.62
(

D2

h

)0.59

(7)

where β is the air entrainment rate—defined as a ratio of the air discharge supplied by the aerator to
the water discharge in the flume; Fr is the upstream Froude number defined as the ratio of the inertia
forces to the gravity forces and calculated by the following equation:

Fr = Uw/(gh)1/2 (8)

where Uw is the approaching flow velocity (in m/s), g is the gravitational acceleration (in m/s2), h is the
approaching flow depth, and D is the diameter of the aeration holes. Figure 16 shows the variations
of the air entrainment rate β with Froude number Fr for all three aeration systems of Karkheh Dam,
presented in Table 5 for two spillway discharge. Figure 16 indicates that Fr has an increasing effect on
the air entrainment of the aerator.
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4. Concluding Remarks

In this study, the structural and hydraulic performance of Karkheh Dam’s spillway was investigated
in the case of normal and extreme conditions. The primary conclusions are as follows:

i. The hydrostatic analysis showed an almost acceptable performance for the radial gate however,
the hydrodynamic force, as a result of the MCL earthquake, imposes a 72% extra load on spillway
compared to hydrostatic force.

ii. To simulate the real condition for the slipway gateway subjected to the hydrodynamic loading,
a coupled acoustic–structural analysis was carried out to model the effect of incident waves on
the steel structure.

iii. Nonlinear performance evaluation using an impact wave theory, equivalent to an MCL earthquake,
revealed a high-stress ratio distribution across almost all of the radial gate components.
Additionally, plastic strain in the trunnion (0.014) was classified as a permanent strain. Meanwhile,
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an average of 100 MPa stress remains in the structure in the aftermath of the impact wave and
will significantly decrease the radial gate capacity to resist against secondary waves.

iv. Aeration efficiency mainly depended on the air entrainment rate. The air entrainment rate itself
is a function of the upstream Froude number. The results of this research indicate that increasing
the Froude number will increase the air entrainment rate on aerator systems.
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